MINECRAFT SERVER FOR SCOUTS

Minecraft is a great way for everyone to meet up and do activities in the same space.

MINECRAFT SERVER: This server we’re sharing, thanks to Pack 115 in Kentucky, is only for:

- Switch – [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zalT_oR1nPM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zalT_oR1nPM)
- Windows 10 PC Bedrock Edition (Tested)
- Android (Tested)
- iPhone (Tested)
- iPad (Tested)
- PS4
- Fire Tablet

Scouts who have the Java Edition (for computer only) should access the Minecraft Server through ScoutLink: [https://www.scoutlink.net/minecraft/about/](https://www.scoutlink.net/minecraft/about/) (which is managed by the World Scout Movement and connects to scouts globally).